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Julie and the Phantoms - Bright (feat. Madison Reyes, Charlie Gillespie,
Owen Patrick Joyner & Jeremy Shada)

                            tom:
                G

            Sometimes I think I'm falling down
I wanna cry I?m calling out
For one more try to feel alive
And when I feel lost and alone
I know that I Can make it home
Fight through the dark and find the spark

Life is a risk but I will take it
Close my eyes and jump together I think that we can make it
Come on let?s run

F                                  D
And rise through the night you and I
                       C                Bb
We will fight to shine together bright forever
F                                  D
And rise through the night you and I
                       C               Bb
We will fight to shine together bright foverer

F
In times that I doubted my self
D
I felt like I needed som? help
C                Bb
Stuck in my head with nothing left
F
I feel som?thing around me now
D
So unclear, lifting me out
C                 Bb

I found the ground I'm marching on

C                    D
Life is a risk but we will take it
Bb                     C                     D
Close my eyes and jump together I think that we can make it
Bb
Come on let?s run

F                                  D
And rise through the night you and I
                       C               Bb
We will fight to shine together bright forever
F                                  D
And rise through the night you and I
                       C               Bb
We will fight to shine together bright forever

In times that I doubted my self
I felt like I needed some help
Stuck in my head with nothing left
F
And when I feel lost and alone
D
I know that I Can make it home
C                      Bb
Fight through the dark and find the spark

F                                  D
And rise through the night you and I
                       C               Bb
We will fight to shine together bright forever
F                                  D
And rise through the night you and I
                       C               Bb
We will fight to shine together bright forever
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